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Abstract 
Let L be a set of five independent edges in a 5-connected graph G. This paper proves that 
G has a circuit containing the edges of L if and only if G - L is connected. This is a specific 
case of a conjecture of Lovfisz and Woodall. 
1. Introduction 
Dirac [2] showed that any k vertices in a k-connected graph G are contained in 
a circuit of  G. Two edges are independent i f they do not have a common endpoint. 
Lovfisz [6] and Woodall [9] independently conjectured an extension of Dirac's Theorem 
for independent edges: 
Conjecture. Let L be a set of k independent edges in a k-connected graph G. Then 
G has a circuit containing the edges in L if and only if L is not an odd edge-cut, 
Much progress has been made towards this Conjecture. Woodall  [9] first easily 
showed that (2k - 2)-connected is enough. Using a theorem from [9], Thomassen [8] 
improved the connectivity condition to ( (3k -  1)/2). Erd6s and Gy6ri [4] improved this 
further to ((8k + 8)/7). The final general result, proved by H~iggkvist and Yhomassen 
[4], showed that (k + 1)-connected is enough. 
The Conjecture is known to be true for k~<4. For k~<2, the result is trivial. The 
case for k = 3 was shown by Lovfisz [6]. The case for k = 4 was shown independently 
by Robertson [7], Erd6s and Gyfr i  [3], and Lomonosov [5], while Aldred et al. [1] 
proved a slightly stronger esult for cubic graphs. This paper presents a proof of  the 
following theorem, the Conjecture for k = 5. 
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Theorem 1. I l L  & a set of 5 independent edges in a 5-connected graph G, then G has 
a circuit containing the edges of L if and only if G -  L is connected. 
2. General results 
Some terminology in this paper will be that developed in [9,4]. A mixed graph 
is a graph with directed and undirected edges, such that any two directed edges are 
independent. Let DE(G) be the set of directed edges of G. Given a mixed graph G, 
a circuit C is admissible if E(C) A DE(G) # ~, and if each edge in DE(G) which 
is incident to a vertex in V(C) is in E(C). Given a mixed graph G, a circuit C is 
complete if DE(G) C E(C). A path P from x to y is admissible if each edge of DE(G) 
which has an end in P-x -y  is contained in P. A path P := xlx2 .. .xk (from xl to xk) 
is forward if it is an admissible path with all directed edges on the path directed from 
xi to xi+l. A path from x to y is said to have start vertex x and end vertex y. Both 
Lemmas 1 and 2 are proved by H~iggkvist and Thomassen in [4]. 
Lemma 1. Let m and r be integers, m >~ 1, r >~0. Let G be a m&ed graph with at 
most r directed edges. I f  G has m + r internally disjoint paths from x to y, then G 
has m internally disjoint forward paths from x to y. 
Lemma 2. Given a mixed graph G such that any two vertices in V(DE(G)) are 
connected by IDE( G)[ + 1 internally disjoint paths, then G has a complete circuit. 
Consider a 5-connected mixed graph G with [DE(G)] = 5 and G-DE(G)  connected. 
The proof of Theorem 1 below considers in G the admissible circuit containing the 
most edges of DE(G). It is shown in sequence that one can find an admissible circuit 
containing first three, then four, and finally all five edges of DE(G). For general k, 
the following lower bound is not hard for the maximum number of directed edges 
in an admissible circuit of G. A k-connected mixed graph with IDE(G)I = k has an 




Let G be a mbced graph, and let k := [DE(G)[. I f  k >~2, and if any two 
V(DE(G)) are connected by k internally disjoint paths, then G has an 
circuit containing Lk/2J + 1 edges of DE(G). 
Proof. The lemma is known for k = 2, thus assume k/> 3. Let L be the set of specified 
edges, or L := {xlyl . . . . .  xkyk}. Let M := {xlyl . . . . .  Xk-lyk-l}. By Lemma 2, G has 
a circuit C containing all the edges of M. Let N := {xk, Yk}. 
If N N V(C) = 0, then C is admissible, containing enough edges of L. 
I f  N N V(C) = N, then C + xkyk contains an admissible circuit containing enough 
edges of L. 
Suppose N n V(C) = {xk}. Without loss of generality, let the following be in order 
around C: Xl, yl,x~, Yz . . . . .  xk-l, yk-l,Xk. By the assumption, G has k intemally disjoint 
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paths from yk to X[k /2  j . I f  one of these paths does not intersect C except at x[k/2j, then 
clearly there is a circuit containing xLk/2 J Y[k/ZJ,...,XkYk. Thus there are paths from yk 
to k different vertices of  C such that each intersects C at just that end vertex. Let 
D := {Yl . . . . .  yLk/ZJ-l,X[k/ZJ+l . . . . .  Xk}. Thus there is a path P from Yk to a vertex 
v E V(C)\D such that V(C)n  V(P) = {v}. But then C U P contains an admissible 
circuit containing enough edges of L. [] 
Thus for the special case of the Conjecture for k = 5, Lemma 3 gives an admissible 
circuit through ~5/2J + 1 = 3 directed edges of  G. 
3. From three to four 
As stated previously, the paper will first show that there is an admissible circuit 
through at least four edges of DE(G). The proof of  this result is an extension of  the 
argument for Lemma 3 in the special case of k = 5. 
Given a circuit C and x,y E V(C) such that x ¢ y, let xC+y (xC-y )  be the path 
in C from x clockwise (counterclockwise) to y. I f  x and y are vertices of a path P, 
then let xPy be the path from x to y which is a subpath of  P. It is helpful to be able 
to string together several paths and edges together to make one path or circuit. For 
example, xPyQzw refers to the path from x, following P to y, then following Q to z, 
then across edge zw to end at w. Also, xPyQx refers to the circuit from x, following 
P to y, then following Q back to x. Let x E V(G) be abbreviated by x E G. Given a 
graph H, a path P from x to y is H-free i f  (P n H)  C {x, y}. 
Lemma 4. Every 5-connected mixed ,qraph G with IDE(G)] = 5 has an admissible 
circuit containin9 at least four directed edges of G. 
Proof. Let H be G with one directed edge, xoyo, undirected. By Lemma 2, H has 
a complete circuit C. Let xlyl, x2Y2, x3Y3, x4Y4 be the four directed edges of  H 
(ignoring their orientations) such that the vertex sequence x~, yj,x2, y2,x3, y3,x4, Y4 is 
in clockwise order around C. I f  C is admissible in G, the conclusion of Lemma 4 is 
true, thus without loss of generality, xo E y4C+xl. 
If  Yo E V(C), then either the conclusion is immediately true, or Yo E y2C+x3; here 
let c be Yo and P be the null graph. If Yo ¢ V(C), then from the connectivity condition, 
there is a path P in G - xo - yl - x4 from yo to c E V(C). In this case, either the 
conclusion is immediately true, or c E V(y2C+x3). Let B := (C U P )+ xoYo (for both 
cases). Without loss of generality, c ¢ y2. 
Let Ao := xoC-x4. For i~>0, let li be the vertex of Ai most counterclockwise from xo 
on C. For i > 0, let Ai be the union of Ai-i and the set of all vertices of (x4C-c) - c 
which can be reached by a B-free path from (xoC l i - l ) -xo -  li I. Let A := Ui=oA,, 
and a be the vertex of A most counterclockwise from xo on C. 
Assume a ~ x3C-c. From the connectivity condition, G - xo - x2 - a - c has a 
B-free path Q from xoC-a to the remainder of B. If  Q ends in yoPcC-y2, then G 
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has a complete circuit. I f  Q ends in ylC+x2, then G has an admissible circuit through 
DE(G)\{x2Y2}. If c = Yo and Q ends in xoC+xl, then G has a circuit D through 
DE(G)\{xoYo}, containing Yo, but not xo; thus without loss of generality, c ¢ yo. 
Now if Q ends in xoC+Xl, then G has an admissible circuit through DE(G)\{xoYo}. 
Thus a E x3C-c. This gives that G has two disjoint admissible circuits C1, containing 
xoYo,xlyl,x2y2, and C2, containing x3Y3,x4Y4. Let the edges be relabeled such that the 
vertex sequences xoYoxlylx2Y2 and x3Y3x4y4 are in clockwise order on their respective 
circuits. Now consider C1 U Cz. 
By Menger's theorem, five internally disjoint paths exist from distinct vertices of C1 
to min{5,[V(C2)l} distinct vertices of C2. If  two of these paths are from distinct 
vertices of  y3C~x4 to  distinct vertices of yoC+Xl, then G has a complete circuit. This 
is true in the symmetric ases. Also, if two of these paths are from distinct vertices of 
C2 - x4  - Y4 to distinct vertices of yoC+x~, then G has an admissible circuit through 
DE(G)\{x4Y4}. Counting then shows that, without loss of generality, P3, one of the 
paths, is from x3 to a3 CXoClY2 and another, P4, is from x4 to a4 E V((a3C~-y2)-a3). 
Let H := C1 Ij C2 U/°3 U P4. 
Let J3 := (y3C+x4) -x4 .  If  there was an H-free path Q from j E V(J3) to 
x E V((yoC+Xl) - yo), then jC2x4P4a4ClXQj is an admissible circuit through 
DE(G)\{xoYo}. I f there was an H-free path Q from j E V(J3) to (xoC~-y2 uP3 uP4) 
- x3 - x4, then H U Q contains an admissible circuit containing enough directed edges 
of G. 
From the connectivity condition, G - yo - yl - x3 - x4 contains an H-free path Q3 
from J3 to H\J3. From the previous paragraph, Q3 must start at some j3 E V(J3) 
and end in some k3 E V((ylC+x2)- Yl). Symmetrically, there is an H-free path Q4 
from j4 E V((y4C+x3) - x3) to k4 E V((xlC~yo) - Xl). But then j3Czx3P3a3C+k4 
Q4j4C~x4P4a4C~-k3Q3j3 is an admissible circuit containing DE(G)\{xlyl}. [] 
4. From four to five 
Given a mixed graph G, and an admissible, but not complete, circuit C in G, if 
X C V(C), the closure of X with respect o C, in symbols CIc(X), is the union of 
all paths of C -DE(G)  with both endpoints in X. Since E(C)A DE(G) ~ O, this 
gives that Clc(X) is a union of paths; the frontier of X with respect o C, in symbols 
Frc(X), is the set of the ends of these paths. Finally, the interior of X with respect 
to C, in symbols Intc(X), is defined to be Clc(X) -Frc(X) .  
Given a mixed graph G, an admissible circuit C in G, and vertices a, b E V(G)\ V(C), 
define the following sets. Let Ac,-1 = 0, and Ac, o be the set of all vertices v of C 
such that G has a forward C-free path from a to v. For each j~> 1, let AC, j be the 
union of Ac, j-1 and the set of all vertices v of C such that G contains a forward 
C-free path from aj-1 E Intc(Ac, j-1 ) to v. Similarly, let Bc,-1 = 0, and Bc, o be the 
set of all vertices v of C such that G has a forward C-free path from v to b. For each 
k~>l, let Bc, k be the union of Bc, k-1 and the set of all vertices v of C such that G 
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(X3 
contains a forward C-free path from v to bk-i E Intc(Bc, k-1). Let Ac := Uj=0Ac, j 
OO 
and Bc := U j=0 Bcj.  
Given a mixed graph G, an admissible circuit C in G, and vertices a, b E V(G)\ V(C), 
let Xc( j ,k )  be true if and only if there is a path Pj, k in G - a - b from a ic  Ac j  to 
bk E Bc, k such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
C1: E(C) N DE(G) C e(Pj, k) 
C2: Each subpath Q of Pj, k with ends u and v satisfying V(C)n  V(Q) = {u,v} is 
either a forward path from u to v or a forward path from v to u, such that its 
start vertex is not in Bc,1, and its end vertex is not in Ac, j. 
C3: Each component of  Clc(Ac, j -1) or Clc(Bc, k-1) with non-empty interior is a 
subpath of  Pj, k. 
C4: For each v E V(C\Pj, k), there is no forward path from a to v in G\Pj, k, and 
there is no forward path from v to b in G\Pj, k. 
Note that in condition (72, the path Q can be forward in both directions, if it contains 
no directed edge. In this case, the condition only needs to be satisfied in one direction, 
not both. 
Lemmas 5 and 6 are implied in [4]. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a mixed graph, C be an admissible, but not complete, circuit in 
G, and a,b E V(G)\V(C)  be given. I f  there is a component K of C - DE(G) such 
that there are aj E K N Ac, j and bk E K O Bc, k such that ay ~ bk, then there are 
integers j ' ,U such that Xc( j ' ,U)  is true. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a mixed graph and let m be the greatest integer such that 
there is an admissible circuit C satisfying ]E(C)N DE(G)I = m. Then either m = 
IDE(G)I or there is an admissible circuit C with IE(C)NDE(G)[ = m and J'or every 
ba E DE(G)\E(C), there are no non-negative integers j ,k  such that Xc( j ,k )  is 
true. 
For the remainder of  the paper, fix a 5-connected graph G with [DE(G)[ = 5, 
and with an admissible circuit C containing at least four directed edges of G and 
no Xc( j ,k)  true, guaranteed by Lemmas 4 and 6. The remaining lemmas will all 
be concerned with this fixed circuit C, thus replace Ac,Bc, Clc,Frc, Intc by A, B, Cl, 
Fr, Int. 
If  C is not a complete circuit, let the edges xlyl,xzy2,x3y3,x4y4 be the edges of  
DE(G) N E(C), and let ab be the edge in DE(G)\E(C). Let the following be clockwise 
around C: xl,yl,xz, y2,x3,y3,x4,y4. Let Qi := yiC+x(imod4)+l • 
Four conditions will now be defined. Lemma 8 below shows that C is either a 
complete circuit or satisfies one of these conditions. 
Let C satisfy condition ACBC if and only if V(Q1) N F r (A)={ l l , r l} ,  
V(QI )NFr (B)  = 0, V(Q2) n A = {c2}, V(Q2) n B = {c2} , V(Q3) N Fr(A) = ~, 
V(Q3) n Fr(B) = {13,r3}, V(Q4) N A = {c4}, and V(Q4)N B = {c4}. Also, the 
following are clockwise around C: 11, rl, I3, r3. 
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Let C satisfy condition ABCC if and only if V(Q1) N F r (A)= {l l ,q},  
V(Q1)NFr(B) = ~, V(Q2)NFr(A) = ~, V(Qz)NFr(B) = {12,r2}, V(Q3)NA = {c3}, 
V(Q3) NB = {c3}, V(Q4) NA = {e4}, and V(Q4) NB = {c4}. Also, the following are 
clockwise around C: ll, rl, lz, r2. 
Let C satisfy condition ABAB if and only if V(Ql )n  F r (A)= {ll,r l}, 
V(Q1)NFr(B)=O, V(Qz)NFr (A)= ~, V(Q2)nFr (B)={ lz , r2} ,  V (Q3)NFr (A)= 
{13,r3}, V(Q3) NFr(B) = ~, V(Q4) NFr(A)=~, and V(Q4) NFr(B) = {14,r4}. Also, 
the following are clockwise around C: ll, rl, 12, I"2, 13, r3, 14, r4. 
Let C satisfy condition ABBA if and only if V(Q1)n  Fr(A) = {ll ,r l) ,  
V(Q1) n F r (B)= ~, V(Q2) n Fr (A)= ~, V(Q2) N F r (B)= {12,r2}, 
V(Q3) n Fr(A) = ~, V(Q3) N Fr(B)= {13,r3}, V(Q4) n Fr(A)= {14,r4}, and 
V(Q4) N Fr(B) = ~. Also, the following are clockwise around C: Ii, rl, 12, r2, 13, 
r3, 14, r4. 
Lemma 7. I f  C is not a complete circuit, IFr(A)] = IFr(B)[ = 4 and 9iven (x,X) E 
{(a,A), (b,B)}, then there are four internally disjoint {a, b}-free paths from x to the 
members of Fr(X). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, x = a and X = A. By Lemma 5, i fK  is one of the 4 
components of C-DE(G),  then V(K) N A = ~, V(K) N B = ~, or I V(K) n (AUB)] = 1. 
This implies IFr(A)I + [Fr(B)l <~8. 
Since there is a path from b to C in G-  a, Fr(B) ~ q) and there is a v E 
(V(C) N V(DE(G)))\Fr(A). Note v ~/A. By assumption, there are 5 internally dis- 
joint paths from a to v. Thus G - b has four internally disjoint forward paths from 
a to v. Clearly each of these paths must intersect A. I f  there was a path which only 
intersected A in Int(A), then yEA, a contradiction. Thus each of these paths must in- 
tersect Fr(A). Thus IFr(A)[ i>4. Similarly, [Fr(B)I/>4. Thus the inequality above gives 
]Fr(A)l = [Fr(B)l = 4. [] 
Lemma 8. Either C & a complete circuit or C satisfies one of the four conditions 
ACBC, ABCC, ABAB, ABBA. 
Proof. Assume C is not a complete circuit. By Lemma 5, if K is one of the 4 com- 
ponents of C - DE(G), then V(K) n A = ~, V(K) N B = ~, or IV(K) n (A U B)I = 1. 
By Lemma 7, [Fr(A)I = Ifr(B)l--4. 
Assume for every component K of C - DE(G), that V(K) n A ~ ~, V(K) n B ~ ~. 
This gives that A = B = Fr(A) = Fr(B). Let v E (V(C)N V(DE(G)))\Fr(A) be given. 
By assumption, there are 5 internally disjoint paths from a to v. Since v ¢~ A, all but 
one of these paths must not contain b and thus intersects A. Let P be the remaining 
path. Let x E V(P) be given such that V(aPx) N V(C) = {x}. I f  b f[ aPx, then x E A, 
a contradiction. Thus b E aPx, showing x E B, also a contradiction. 
Through symmetry, a quick check of the remaining possibilities gives that G satisfies 
one of the conditions ACBC, ABCC, ABAB, ABBA. [] 
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Let a path P be a frontier path (with respect o C) if P is a path in G-  a -  b from 
af E Fr(A) to bf E Fr(B) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
F~: E(C) N DE(G) C E(P) 
F2: For X E {A,B}, let f l , f2  .... .  fkx be the members of V(P) NFr(X), ordered by 
proximity to a f  on P. For at most one i < k, f,.Pf,+j contains no directed edge. 
If  such an i exists, let ix := i, and let Kx :-~ fiPJi+~ - J i  - fi+l. I f  iA and iB both 
exist, then ~ ¢ JiB. 
Showing the existence of a frontier path in G is easier than showing the existence 
of a complete circuit in G. Lemma 9 shows that this is all that is required. 
Lemma 9. I f  G has a frontier path P, then G has a complete circuit. 
Proof. Let a frontier path P be given. By Lemma 7, IFr(A)I = 4, IFr(B)I = 4, there 
are four internally disjoint paths from a to distinct members of Fr(A) in G -b ,  and 
there are four internally disjoint paths from b to distinct members of Fr(B) in G-a.  For 
X E {A,B} and x E Fr(X), let Px, x be the appropriate path from the eight mentioned 
above. 
(1) If  Q is a forward path from a to x E V(C), which is internally disjoint from 
Fr(A), then x E A. 
(1) and the symmetric statement for B are easily verified. 
(2) I fx  E Fr(A), then (PNPA,x)C(KA U {X}). 
Assume not. Let F := ({b f} U V(DE(G)))\Fr(A). Clearly F MA = (~. By F2, there 
is a p E PNPA,x and a y E F such that aPA,xpPy is a forward path internally disjoint 
from Fr(A). By (1), y E A, a contradiction. The symmetric statement for B is also 
true. 
(3) If  PA,x NPB, y ¢ 0, then {x,y} CFr(A) NFr(B), and PA,x and PB, y are P-free. 
By Lemma 8 and (1), y E A. Also from Lemma 8, y E Fr(A)N Fr(B). Similarly 
x E Fr(A)N Fr(B). If, say, Pe, y is not P-free, then by (2) and Lemma 8, J;, = j;,~, 
contradicting F2. 
Assume the lemma is false. 
(4) V(PA,a, ) n V(PB, b!) = 0. 
Assume V(PA,~1) N V(PB, vt) ¢ 0. By (3) and Lemma 8, Fr(A)NFr(B) = {af, b/ }, 
and PA,~t and Pe, b~ are each P-free. By F1, F2, (2), and (3), (P U PA,~ U PB.b~ U 
PA,bt U PA,.1; .... ) + ab has a complete circuit. 
If both PA,,~ and PB, b~ are P-free, then aPA,~safPbfPB, btba is a complete circuit, 
by F1 and F2. Thus without loss of generality, PA,,~ is not P-free. 
If a l. = ./)~, then let x be the vertex of P n PA,~1 closest to a on PA,~,, let P~ 
be the null graph, and let Pc := aPA,~,x. I f  af ¢ fio, then let x be the vertex of 
PN(PA,a, UPA,];4) farthest from fi~ on P. I fx  E V(PA,,~), then let P~ := afPA,,,x 
and Pc := PA,J;,, else let P~ := PA,~t and P~ := J)~PA,/,X. 
(5) x E V(P~). 
Note that by (3) neither of PB, b~ and Ps, f,~+~ can intersect Pa and P~. Thus from 
Fl, /:2, (2), and (3), (P U Po U Pc U PB,h¢ U Pe,/;~_, ) + ab has a complete circuit. 
(6) PB, b~ is not P-free. 
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Assume Ps, bj is P-free. I f  V(Pc)A V(Ps, bl) = 0, then (PUPa UPc UPs, hi)+ ba 
has a complete circuit, by F1, F2, (4), and (5). 
Assume V(PA,u~A ) A V(Ps, be) ¢ O. Then by (3), {f,~,bf} = Fr(A) NFr(B), and 
PA,f A and Ps, bs are P-free. It follows from F1, F2, (2) - (5) ,  and Lemma 8 that 
(P U Pa U Pc U PB, bf U PB, f,A U PB, f~e UPs, f~+, ) + ab has a complete circuit. 
The remainder splits on whether fi~ or f.~ is closer to af on P. 
Assume fi~ is closer than f.~ to af on P. Note Pc N Ps, be = 0, by (3). I f  bf  = 
fi~+l, then (P U Pa U Pc UPS, b j )+ ab has a complete circuit. From the symmetry 
of  a and b, the vertex of P fq (Ps, bl UPs, f~B+, ) closest to af on P is on PB, b e. I f  
Ps, f~+. NPc = (~, then clearly (PUPa UP~ UPs, by UPB, f~+l)+ab has a complete circuit. 
Otherwise, note that Fr(A)fq Fr(B) = {fi,~,J]B+l}, by (3) and Lemma 8. In this case, 
(P U Pa U Pc UPs, U,~ U PB, b e U Ps, f~, UPs, f,,+, ) + ab has a complete circuit. 
Thus J~, is closer than j]~ to a T on P. I f  the vertex of P N (PB, bl UPs, fjB) closest 
to bf on P is on Ps ,~,  then let Pb := PS, b e, else let Pb := Ps, f , .  From (3), (6), and 
the symmetry of a and b, Pb A Pc = 0, and (P U P~ U Pc UPs, b e U PB, f e ) + ab has a 
complete circuit. 
Thus the assumption was false, and the lemma holds. [] 
For any path P C C, let le and re be the most counterclockwise and clockwise 
vertices of P. Given a circuit C, a path P C C, and a vertex v E V(P), let the following 
terms be defined. I f  P contains a directed edge, then v is incident to this edge, and 
undirect it for the following definitions. Let D_I  :---- 0, and let Do := lpPv. For 
i > 0, let Ei be the set of all vertices of  P which can be reached by a C-free path 
~D in G - a - b from Di_ 1 - rD~_~. Let D i := Cl(Di-1 U Ei). Let D := Ui=o i. Let 
P ~ v := rD. Let even(P ® v) :-- Uk~o((D2k\D2k_l) -- rD2k), and odd(P ~3 v) := 
Uk~o((D2k+1 \D2k) -- rD2k+~ ). Given Pi E (Di\Di-1 ) - rDi, there are 'augmenting' C-free 
paths in G and some P0 E Do - v and e~ E Ei such that there are paths Pp from Po to 
pi and Cp from p0 to el, disjoint except at P0. Notice that if i is even, v E Cp, and if 
i is odd, v E Pp. 
Similarly, if Do is replaced by Do := rePv, then let P @ v :----- lb. All the other 
definitions apply in this case as well. 
In Theorems 2-5 ,  several frontier paths will be found by the existence of certain 
C-free paths. For example, if the existence of a C-free path P from p E Ll to q E 
L2 - c2 yields the frontier path rlC+qPpC-c2, this will be abbreviated in a chart as 
follows: 
LI ~ L2 - c2 =~ rlC+qPpC-c2. 
Also, two or three C-free paths are shown to exist at the same time, yielding frontier 
paths. It will be assumed that these paths are internally disjoint, for if they intersect, it 
will always yield a path symmetric in C to a path that will have been handled already. 
Theorem 2. I f  C satisfies condition ACBC, then G has a complete circuit. 
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Proof. Assume C satisfies condition ACBC. Note the symmetry in ACBC. Some paths 
in G will first be eliminated. A C-free path P from p to q yields the frontier path 
shown: 
L1 +-~ L2 - c2 =~ rlC+ qPpC-c2, 
L1 +--* L3 =ee rlC+ qppC-r3, 
LI +-+ L4 - c4 :=~ rlC+qPpC-c4, 
L2 - c2 ~ L4 - c4 ~ c2C+ qPpC-c4 .
Here G - a - b - (Q2 ® c2) - (Q4 @ c4) has a C-free path P from Pi E 
(02 • c2)C-(Q4 Q e4) to q E (Q2 ® c2)C+(Q4 @ c4). Since q ~ A, Pi f[ Int(A). 
Also, if q E Int(B), then Pi E {c2, c4}. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the 
following exists, or Case 1 or 2. 
odd(Q2 G C2) ~ L3 
odd(Q2 ® c2) ~ Qs \L3 =~ 
odd(Q2 ® c2) ~ L4 - c4 =~ 
even(Q2 ~ c2)\L2 +--+ L3 :=~ 
even(Q2 ® e2)\L2 ~ L4 - e4 =~ 
L1 ~ R2 - c2 :=~ 
Ll ~-*R3 
czPp PiPqC-eiCp PoC-r3, 
C2Pp PiPq C+ Po Cpei C + 13, 
c2Pp PiPqC-eiCp PoC-c4, 
c2 Cp ei C + qP PiPp Po C- r3, 
c2CpeiC+ qP piPp PoC-c4, 
Case 1, 
Case 2. 
Case 1: Here G-  a -  c4 -  (Q2 @ C2) -  (Q1 @ l l )  has a C-free path Q from uj E 
(Q2 ® c2)C-(Q1 Q ll) to v E (Q2 • c2)C+(Q1 o Ii ), Notice uj f[ Int(A), and v ~ Int(B) 
unless uj = c2. Thus a path symmetric to one of the following exists. 
odd(Q2 @ c2) +--+ L 1 ::~ 
even(Q2 @ ez)\L2 ~ LI =¢" 
L2 ~ R4 - c4 =:~ 
L2 - c2 ~ R3 
odd(Ql @ 11 ) ~-+ R2 - c2 ::~ 
even(Ql @ Ii )\R1 ~ R2 - c2 =~ 
La ~ R3 
L1 ~ R4 -- C4 
R1 ~ L3 =~ 
R1 ~ L4 - c4 ::~ 
c2Puuj QvC- ej Cuuo C- rl, 
c2C~ejC+ vQujP~uoC-rl, 
rl C+ujQvC + piPqC+ c4, 
rl C+ujQvC + piPqC + 13, 
llPuUjQvC+ ejCuuoC+ c2, 
11 CuejC- vQujPuuoC+ c2, 
c2 C- ujQvC + piPqC + 13, 
c2 C-  uj QvC + piPqC + c4, 
czC-ujQvC-qPpiC-r3, 
c2C-ujQvC-qPpiC-c4. 
Case 2: Without loss of generality, c2 ~ y2. Here G-c2-c4- (Q2Qc2) - ( r l  C+c20x2) 
has a C-free path Q from uj E (Q20e2)C-(rlC+C2GX2) to v E (Q20ez)C+(rlC+C2G 
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x2). Since uj q[ A tA B, V(Q) N (lnt(A) tA Int(B) 0 {a,b}) = 0. Thus a frontier path 
symmetric to one of the following exists. 
R1 ~-~ L1 ~ c2C+vQujPuuoCuejC-rl, 
R1 +-+ L3 ~ c2C+vQujP, uoCuejC-r3, 
L2 - c2 ~ R4 - c4 :=> Case 2a. 
Case 2a:If c2 ¢ x3, then by symmetry, there is a C-free path R from z E R2 - c2 
to w C L4 -  c4, giving the frontier path rlC+ujQvC+piPqC+wRzC+l 3. Thus as- 
sume c2 = x3. Here G - b - cz - ca - (Q3 ® r3) has a C-free path R from zk C 
(Q3 0r3)C-c2 to w c (Q3 ®r3)C+cz •Since zk ~[A, V(R)fq(Int(A)tA {a}) = 0. Also, 
if zk E Int(B), then w E B. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the following 
exists. 
odd(Q3 • r3 ) ~ L1 ~ r3PzzkRwC-ekCzzoC-rl, 
even(Q3 ® r3)\L3 ~ L1 =~ r3CzekC+wRzkPzZoC-rl, 
R3 ~ L4 =¢" rl C+zkRwC-qPpiC-r4, 
L3 ~ R1 ~ c2C+zkRwC+ujQvC+ piPqC+ c4. 
By Lemma 9, G has a complete circuit. [] 
Theorem 3. I f  C satisfies condition ABCC, then G has a complete circuit. 
Proof. Assume C satisfies condition ABCC. Note the symmetry in ABCC. Some paths 
in G will first be eliminated. A C-free path P from p to q yields the frontier path 
shown. 
L1 ~ L2 =~ r lC+qPpC-rz,  
LI ~ L3 -- C3 ~ rlC+qPpC-c3, 
L1 ~ L4 - -  C4 ~ rlC+ qPpC-c4, 
R1 +-~ R3 - c3 =~ IIC-qPpC+c3, 
R~ ~ R4 - Ca =e~ l lC-qppC+c4, 
R3 - c3 +--r R4 - c4 :=~ c3C-qPpC+c4. 
Here G - c3 - c4 - (Q20 r2) - (Q1 o l l )  has a C-free path P from Pi E (Q2 ® 
r2)C- (Q10 ll) to q E (Q2 Orz)C+(Q10 ll). Since q f[ A tAB, V(P)N(Int(A)Olnt(B)O 
{a,b}) = 0. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the following exists, or Case 1 
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or 2. 
odd(Q2 ® r2) ~ L1 ~ r2PpPiPqC-eiCpPoC-rl, 
odd(Q2 ® r2) ~ L3 - -  ¢3  ~ r2PpPiPqC-eiCpPoC-c3, 
odd(Q2 • r2) +-+ L4 - -  C4 ==> r2PpPiPqC-eiCpPoC-c4, 
even(Q2 ® r2)\L2 ~ L1 => r2CpeiC+ qPpiPpPoC-rl, 
even(Q2 ® rz)\L2 +-+ L3 - c3 :=> rzCpeiC+qPpiPpPoC-c3, 
even(Q2 ® r2)\L2 +--+ L4 - c4 :=> r2CxYiC+yPxiPxxoC-c4, 
L2 ~ R3 - c3 ~ Case 1, 
L2 +-* R4 - c4 ~ Case 2. 
Case 1: Here G-a-c4- (Q30c3) - (Q2G12)  has a C-free path Q from uj E (Q3@ 
c3)C-(Q2 G 12) to v E (Q3 • c3)C+(Q2 0 12). Since v ([ B, V(Q) n (Int(B) U {b})=0.  
I f  v E Int(A), then uj = c3. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of  the fol lowing 
exists. 
odd(Q2 G 12) ~ R3 - c3 =:# 
even(Q2 @ 12)\R2 ~ R3 - c3 =:)" 
L2 +-+R1 
L2 +--+ R4 - c4 =:> 
R2 +-+Ll 
R2 +--+ L4 - c4 :=> 
odd(Q3 • ¢3 ) ~ L2 
even(Q3 ® c3)\L3 +--+ L2 
R3 ~ QI\R1 =# 
R3 +-+ L4 - c4 =:~ 
L3 ~-+ R1 
L3 +-+ R4 - c4 ::~ 
12PuujQvC+ ejCuuoC+ c3, 
12 Cuej C -  vQujPu uo C + c3, 
ll C-qPpiC-vQujC+ c3, 
c3 C -  ujQvC + piPqC+ c4, 
rl C + pieqc+vOujC+ c3, 
c4 C + piPq C + vauj C + c3, 
r2 C + uo Cuej C + vQujPuc3, 
r2C+ uoPuujQvC-ejCuc3, 
rl C + piPqC + vQuj C -  r2, 
r2 C + uj Qv C- qP Pi C - c4, 
rzC+ujQvC+ piPqC+ ll, 
r2 C + uj QvC + piPqC + c4. 
Case 2: Let M := 11C-c4. Here G - a - c3 - (Q1 ® r l )  - (M Ox l )  has a C-free 
path Q from uj E (Q1 0 r l )C - (M Gx l )  to v E (Q1 ® rl)C+(M @Xl). Since uj ~ B, 
V(Q)N(Int(B)U {b}) = 0. I f  uj C Int(A), then v = e4. Thus a frontier path symmetric 
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of the following exists, or Case 
odd(Q1 63 rl ) ~-~ L2 =~ 
odd(Ql 63 F 1 ) ~ L3 - C3 
even(Q1 63 rl )\L1 ~ L2 
even(Q1 63 rl )\L1 ~-~ L3 - c3 ::> 
QI \L1  ~-~ L4 
R4~--~L 2 ::¢, 
R4+-+L3 -- c3 =~ 





rl CuejC+ vQujPuuoC-r2, 
rl Cuej C + vQujPuuo C-  c3, 
l lC-qPpiC-ujQvC-r2,  
r! C+ vQujP~uoCuejC-r2, 
r2C+vQujC+ piPqC-c3, 
r2C+vQujC+ piPqC-c4, 
rl C + piPqC+ujQvC+ c4, 
LI ~ R3 - c3 :=F Case  2a. 
Case 2a: Let M := rlC+12. Here G - a - c 4 - (M 63 Y2) - (Q1 O l l )  has a C-free 
path R from zk C (M 63 y2)C-(Q1 63 l l )  to w E (M 63 y2)C+(Q1 63/1). Since zk ~ B, 
V(R) N (lnt(B) U {b}) = 0. I f  zk E Int(A), then w = c3. Thus a frontier path symmetric 
to one of  the following exists. 
odd(Q1 G ll ) ~ R3 - c3 =:~ 
even(Q1 0 Ii )\R1 ~ R3 - c3 =~ 
L1 ~ R4 - C4 
Q1 ~ L3 ==F 
L2 ~ R2 =~ 
L2 ~-~ L3 
L2 ~ R4 -- C4 =:~ 
llPzzkRwC + ek Czzo C + c3, 
ll CzekC-wRzkPzzoC+ c3,
c3 C-zkRwC + uj QvC + c4, 
r2 C+wRXk C + piPqC+uj arC+c4, 
ll C -  piPqC+zkRwC+ c4, 
rl C+zkRwC - piPqC+ujQvC+ c4, 
Ii C-wRzkPzzoCzekC+ c4.
By Lemma 9, G has a complete circuit. [] 
Theorem 4. I f  C satisfies condition ABBA, then G has a complete circuit. 
Proof. Assume C satisfies condition ABBA. Note the symmetry in ABBA. Some paths 
in G will first be eliminated. A C-free path P from p to q yields the frontier path 
shown. 
L1 ~ L2 =~ rlC+qPpC-r2, 
L1 ~ L3 =~ rlC+qPpC-r3, 
R1 +-+ R3 ==~ llC-qPpC+13. 
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There is a C-free path P in G-x2  -Y2 -x4-  Y4 from p E x2C-x4  to q E x2C+x4 . 
If  V(P) A (Int(A) U {a}), then q E A, contrary to assumption. If V(P) n (Int(B) tA {b}), 
then p E B, contrary to assumption. Thus a path symmetric to one of the following 
paths exists, yielding the case shown. 
R l ~L2  =~ Case 1, 
L1 ~ R2 =:~ Case 2, 
R1 ~L3 ~ Case 3. 
Case 1 : Let M := rl C + 12. Here G - (M ® Y2) - (M G x2) has a C-free path P from 
pi E (M ® y2)C- (M Ox2) to q E (M ® y2)C+(M @x2). By assumption, x2 ¢ M @x2 
and 72 • M • Y2. I f  V(P) N (Int(A) Ulnt(B) t3 {a,b}), then q E A tAB, contrary to 
assumption. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the following exists, or Case 1 a 
or lb. 
RI ~ LI 
RI ~--~ L3 
R1 +--+ L4 
RI +--* R4 
:=> rl C+ eiCpPoPppiPqC-r2, 
Case la, 
r2C+ qPpiPp PoCpeiC-r4, 
Case lb. 
Case la: Let N := 12C+r3. Here G-b-q - (N•y3) - (Q2@12)  has a C-free path Q 
from uj E (N O Y3 )C -  (Q2 O 12) to v E (N ® Y3 )C+(Q2 @ 12 ). I f  V(Q) f? (Int(A) U {a}), 
then v E A, contrary to assumption. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the 
following exists. 
odd(Q2 @/2) ~ R4 =~ 
even(Q2 @ 12)\R2 +--* R4 =~ 
Q2\R2 ~-* yC+x4 =:~ 
L2 ~-~ y3C+ y 
R2 +-~L1 
R2 ~-~ L4 
R2 +-+ yC+x4 
L3 ~-+ R1 
L3 ~ L2 
L 3 +-+ R 3 
L3 ~-* R4 
12PuujQvC+ ejCuuoC ÷ 14, 
12CuejC- vQujP~uoC +14, 
ll C-  vQuj C-  piPqC- r2, 
=~ l lC-qPpiC+uiQvC r2, 
=~ r3C+vQujC+ qPpiC+12, 
=~ r3C+vQujC+ qPpiPp poCpeiC-r4, 
=~ Ii C -  vQujC+ qPpiC + 12, 
=~ ll C-ejC~uoPuujQvC+12, 
=~ ll C-qPpiC+ujQvC-r2, 
=~ ll C-  vQuj C-  piPqC + 13, 
=~ r2C+ ujQvC+ eiCp poPp piPqC + 14. 
Case lb: Redefine q to be the first vertex counterclockwise from x 1 on C such that 
there is a path P from Pi E ((MGx2)C+x2)-(MGxz) to q E R4. Let N := 14C+rl . Here 
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G-a -q - (Q1 ®r l ) - (NOXl )  has a C-free path Q from uj E (Q1 @rl)C-(NOxl) to 
v E (Q1 ® rl )C+(N Oxl ). I f  V(Q)N(Int(B)U {b}), then uj E B, contrary to assumption. 
Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of  the following exists. 
odd(Q1 • rl ) ~ L3 ~ rlPuUjQvC-ejCuuoC-r3, 
even(Q1 ® rl )\L1 *--* L3 ~ rlCuejC+vQujPuuoC-r3, 
QI\L1 +-~ yC-y3 ~ llC-qPpiPppoCpeiC-ujQvC-r2, 
R1 +-~ x lC -y  =¢, llC-vQujC+ eiCpPoPpPiPqC-r2, 
L1 ~ R2 :=~ lzC-piPqC+ujQvC+14, 
L1 +-+ R3 =~ 13C-piPqC+ujQvC+14, 
L1 ~-~ L4 ::~ rl C+ eiCppoPppiPqC+ujQvC-r2, 
R4 +-+ L2 =:> llC-ujQvC-piPqC-r2, 
R4 ~ L3 :=~ llC-ujQvC-pieqC-r3, 
R4 +-+ L4 =:~ r2C+vQujC+ ejCp PoPp piPqC-r4. 
Case 2: Here G - a - y2 - (Q1 G Ii ) has a C-free path Q from uj E y2C-(Q1 0 
l l )  to v E y2C+(Q1 0 ll). I f  V(Q) A (Int(B) U {b}), then uj E B, contrary to 
assumption. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the following exists, or 
Case 2a. 
odd(Q1 G Ii ) +-* R2 =~ llPuujQvC+ ejCuuoC+12, 
even(Q1 o 11)\Rl ~-+ R2 ~ llCuejC-vQujPuuoC+12, 
odd(Ql 0 ll) +-* R3 ::# llPuUjQvC+ ejCuuoC+13, 
even(Ql 0 ll )\R1 ~-~ R3 =:~ llCuejC-vQujPuuoC+13, 
Q1 +-* L4 ::~ 12C-ujQvC-qPpC-r4, 
Q1 ~-~ R4 ~ 12C-ujQvC+ pPqC+14, 
RI ~ L3 =#- Case 2a. 
Case 2a: By symmetry, there is a C-free path R from z E L2 to w E R4. So that 
this case can be used for part of  Case 3, ignore P for Case 2a. Here G - a - x4 - 
z -  (Q4 ® r4) has a C-free path S from sk E (Q4 @ ra)C-x4 to t E (Q4 ® ra)C+x4. 
I f  v(s) n (Int(B) U {b}), then sk E B, contrary to assumption. Thus a frontier path 
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symmetric to one of  the following exists. 
odd(Q4 ® r4) ~ L2 ~ r2C+ soCsekC+ tSskPsr4, 
even(Q4 ® r4)\L4 +-* L2 ~ r2C+ soPsskStC-ekCsr4, 
Q4 +--+ L1 ~ rlC+zRwC+tSskC-r2, 
Q4 ~-~ Ql \L1 ~ llC-wRzC-tSskC-r2, 
Q4 ~ R2 ~ llC-wRzC-ujQvC-tSskC-r3, 
L4 ~ yzC+ z =:~ ll C-wRzC+ vQujC+ tSskC-r3, 
L4 ~ zC+12 ~ llC-wRzC-ujQvC-tSskC-r3. 
Case 3: Here G-b-xz -q - (Q20r2)  has a C-free path S from uj E (Q20r2)C-x2 to 
v c (Q2 • r2)C+xe. I f  V(S)A (Int(A)U {a}), then uj C A, contrary to assumption. Thus 
a frontier path symmetric to one of  the following exists (disregarding paths symmetric 
to cases handled previously). 
odd(Q2 • r2) +--+ L4 
odd(Q2 0 r2) +--+ y3C+y 
even(Q2 ® r2 )\L2 ~-+ L4 :=> 
even(Q2 ® r2)\L2 ~ y3C+ y 
Q2\L2 ~-~ yC+x4 
L2 ~ yC+x4 
L2 ~-+ y3C+ y 
r2PuujQvC- ejCuuoC- r4, 
ll C- qP pC + uo Cuej C + vQujPurl, 
r2CuejC+ vQujPuuoC-r4, 
l l C-qP pC+ uoP~ujQvC-ejCurl , 
ll C- vQujC + pPqC + 12, 
llC-vQujC-pPqC-r2, 
llC-qPpC+ujQvC-r2. 
By Lemma 9, G has a complete circuit. [] 
Theorem 5. I f  C satisfies condition ABAB and G -DE(G) is connected, then G has 
a complete circuit. 
Proof. Assume C satisfies condition ABAB and G -DE(G)  is connected. Note the 
symmetry in ABAB. 
Let xo := a and Yo := b. Let Z := {xoYo,xlYl,xzy2,x3Y3,x4Y4}. Since G -DE(G)  
is connected, there is a C-free path in G -- a - b, from p E (ylC+X2) U (y3C+x4) to 
q E (y2C+x3)u (ynC+xj), not from xi to yi, for any i. Thus a frontier path symmetric 
to the following exists, or Case 1 or 2. 
Ll +-+L2 ~ rlC+qPpC-r2, 
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Ll ~ R2 ~ Case 1, 
L2 ~ R2 =:~ Case 2. 
Case 1: Here G - a - b - (Q2 ® r2) - (Q1 Q/1)  has a C-free path Q from U i E 
(Q20r2)C-(Q1011) to v E (Q2@r2)C+(Q1011). If Qnlnt(A) ~ ~, then {ui, v} CA. I f  
QNInt(B) ~ 0, then {ui, v} C B. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of  the following 
exists, or Case la. 
odd(Q1 0 ll ) ~ R2 
odd(Q1 0 ll ) ~ R4 
even(Q1 0 ll)\R1 ~ R2 
even(Q1 0 ll )\R1 ~ R4 ::~ 
llPuuiQvC+ eiCuuoC+12, 
lleuuiQvC+ eiCuuoC + 14, 
ll CueiC- vQuiPuuoC +12, 
ll CueiC- vOuiPuuoC +14, 
Q1 ~ L3 =~ 12C-uiQvC-qPpC-r3, 
Q1 ~ Q3\L3 :=~ 12C-uiQvC+ pPqC+13, 
Rl ~ L4 =~ Case la. 
Case l a: Symmetrically, there is a C-free path R in G-  a -  b from R4 to L3. 
Symmetrically again, there is a C-free path S in G - a - b from R3 to L2. Notice that 
i f  P, Q,R,S were not all vertex disjoint, this would yield a path symmetric to a path 
handled already. Also, i f  G - (Q1 O/1)  - (Q2 • 1"2) - (Q3 o /3 )  -- (Q4 ~) r4) had a 
C-free path from (Q1 Q l l )C+(Q2 G r2) u (Q3 o 13)C+(Q4 ~ r4) to (Q1 O l l )C - (Q4 O 
r4) U (Q3 O 13)C-(Q2 • rE), this would also yield a path symmetric to a path handled 
already. Thus ll = Yl, r2 = x3, 13 ----- Y3, and r4 = Xl. Symmetrically, rl -- x2, 12 = Y2, 
r3 = x4, and 14 -- Y4. Here G - b - x2 - x3 - x4 contains a C-free path from Q2 to 
C - Q2. All  choices of  where the path starts and ends, however, yield paths symmetric 
to paths handled already. 
Case 2: Let M := rlC+12. Here G-  (M @ Y2) -  (M Ox2) has a C-free path P from 
Pi E (M @ y2)C-(M OX2) to q E (M ® y2)C+(M Ox2). By assumption, x2 ~ M Qx2 
and Y2 ~ M O Y2. Since q ~ A U B, V(P) N (Int(A) U Int(B) U {a,b}) = 0. Thus a 




=~ rlC+ eiCppoPppiPqC-r2, 
=:~ r2C+ qPpiPpPoCpeiC-r3, 
Case 2a. 
Case 2a: Here G - a - b - (03 • I"3) - (Q2 O 12) has a C-free path Q from uj E 
(Q3~r3)C-(Q2012) to v E (Q3Gr3)C+(Q2QI2). IfQNlnt(A) ~ O, then {uj, v} CA. 
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I f  Q A Int(B) ~ 13, then {uj, v} C B. Thus a frontier path symmetric to one of the 
following exists. Let N := ((M Ox2)C+x~) - (M Qx2). 
Q2 ~ L4 =:~ 13C-ujQvC-qPpiPppoCpeiC-r4, 
Q2 ~ Q4\L4 =~ 13C-ujOvC+ eiCppoPppiPqC+14, 
R3 +-~ N =~ rzC+uoCuejC+ eiC~voPvvQuiPur3, 
Q3 ~ RI \N =~ llC-qPpiPppoCpeiC-vQujC-r2, 
Q3 +-+ QI \RI =~ rlC+ eiCppoPppiPqC+vQujC-r2. 
By Lemma 9, G has a complete circuit. [] 
Theorem 1 fol lows f rom Lemma 8 and Theorems 2 -5 .  
5. Concluding remarks 
The proofs of the Conjecture for k ~<4 do not use the same techniques that were used 
to prove the general results. This paper has followed the general methods, however, 
and hopefully sheds some light to see if they can be extended to a proof of the 
Conjecture. The author would like to extend his appreciation to Dr. Robin Thomas, 
Professor at Georgia Institute of Technology, who provided many suggestions and 
words of encouragement. 
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